Awards & Recognition

Wyoming Women’s Foundation Internship
Amy Pauli
Elizabeth Holder

Other Internships
Kendra Bradley and Melanie Vigil – Wyoming Legislature
Heather Urban – Summer ‘14 STOP Violence
Kristin Cacciavillani – SAFE Project

GWST Work Study
Stephanie Tzompa

A&S Board of Visitors Award for Student Service to GWST
Ginger Ko

Keep Girls in School Project Extra Service Awards
Lauren Pickett, Katrina Sauter, Melanie Vigil and Patricia Zimmerman

Susan McKay Women’s International Research Fund
Award for 2013-2014
Robert Archer

Susan McKay Women’s International Research Fund
Award for 2014-2015
Dr. Tracey Owens Patton, PhD
Stacy M. Kirven (J.D. Candidate)
2013 - 2014 Graduates

GWST & QS Undergraduate Majors and Minors
  Jehan Atoe
  Katherine Bierman
  Kendra Bradley
  Kristen Cacciavillani
  Amanda Casas
  Jeff Fife
  Elizabeth Holder
  Jennifer Linn
  Amy Pauli
  Trish Parsons
  Katrina Sauter
  Sheryl Sturgill
  Amy Van Cleave
  Melanie Vigil
  Holly Wood

Graduate Students with GWST Minors
  Robert Archer (MA, History)
  Janna Kestner (MA, History)
  Ginger Ko (MFA, Creative Writing)
  Acacia Ramirez (MA, English)

Graduate Students with QS Minors
  Meaghan Nolte (PhD, Counselor Education)
  Lam Pham (MFA, Creative Writing)
  Rebekah Taylor (MS, Science Teaching)

Awards & Recognition

Graduating Major with Highest Overall Academic Excellence
  Melanie Vigil

Runners Up
  Amy Pauli and Amy Van Cleave

Students Graduating with Honors in GWST
  Melanie Vigil, Amy Van Cleave and Amy Pauli

Graduating Undergraduate Minor with Highest GPA
  Trish Parsons

Phi Beta Kappa
  Melanie Vigil

McNair Scholars with GWST Faculty Mentors
  Amy Van Cleave, Misty Heil and Melanie Vigil

Spitaleri Finalists
  Melanie Vigil and Amy Van Cleave

Academic Excellence by Undergraduate Students
  Trish Parsons, Amy Van Cleave, Melanie Vigil, Jamie Smith, Amy Pauli and Victoria Vardell

Academic Excellence by Graduating Graduate Students
  Robert Archer, Janna Kestner, Ginger Ko, Acacia Ramirez, Lam Pham and Meaghan Nolte